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$1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
(1.1). In his study of mappings: of the plane into the plane, Whitney [9] has shown 
that any such map can be approximated by a map having particularly simple singularities. 
In particular, let f0 be a map of an open set in the plane into the plane, then given any 
integer, r, we can approximate f. by a map f so that the values of the two mappings and 
of their partial derivatives of orders less than or equal to r are arbitrarily close and so that f 
has the following properties : 
(1). The rank of the Jacobian off is never zero. 
(2). If we let S,(f) be the set of points in the domain off at which the Jacobian off 
has rank one, then S,(f) consists of smooth non-intersecting curves, the fold curves ofJ 
(3). If we let Sf(f) be the set of points on S,(f) at which f IS,(f) has zero differential, 
then S:(f) is a discrete set, the cusps qff 
(4). If P E S,(f) - S:(f) then we can choose co-ordinates (u, x) centered at P and 
(U, Y) centered at f( P) so that f, in a neighborhood of P, has equations : 
i 
u=u 
Y = x2 
(5). If P E S”(f), then we can choose co-ordinates as in (4), so thatf, in a neighborhood 
of P, has equations: 
( 
u=u 
Y = XU + x3. 
Now suppose that V is an n-manifold, n 2 2, and A4 is a 2-manifold. It is a special 
case of the transversality theorem of Thorn [3, 51, that any mapping of V into M can be 
approximated arbitrarily well by a map f which has properties (l), (2), and (3) above. If V 
is assumed compact, the fold curves are closed and the number of fold curves and cusps is 
finite. The normal forms (4) and (5) have the following generalizations (see [1,4]): 
t This work was supported in part by by the National Science Foundation under grant NSF G-14227. 
$ Here all mappings are C” and all manifolds are paracompact and Cm. 
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(4). If P E S,(f) - St(f), then we can choose co-ordinates (u, .zl, . . . , z,-*) centered at 
P and (U, Y) centered at f( P) so that, in a neighborhood of P, f has one of the forms : 
n-1 
Y = c + zi”. 
i=l 
(5). If P E S:(f), then we can choose co-ordinates (u, x, zl, . . . , z,_ 2) centered at P and 
(U, Y) centered at f(P) so that, in a neighborhood of P,f has one of the forms: 
1 
u=u 
n-2 
Y = c + z: + xu + x3 
i=l 
We call any map of an n-manifold into a 2-manifold generic if it has properties (1) 
through (5). 
The conditions that f be generic can be restated simply in terms of jets (for notation 
see [4,5]). Let Ji(.f> be the induced map of V into J’(V, M), the bundle of i-jets of maps 
of V into M. Then f is generic if and only if: 
(a) J’(f) is transversal to S,(V, M) and S,(V, M). 
(b) J2(f) is transversal to Sf(V, M). 
(1.2). Suppose V is a compact, n-manifold, A4 is a 2-manifold and f is a generic map of 
V into M. By a theorem of Thorn (see [l]) we know that the mod 2 cohomology classes dual 
to S,(f) and S:(f) are given by polynomials P(W’( v), f * Wj(M)) and Q( Wi( V), f *( W’(M)) 
where W’(V) and WJ’(M) are Stiefel-Whitney classes and P and Q are independent of V, M 
and f. If M is assumed orientable, its Stiefel-Whitney classes vanish so the classes dual to 
S,(f) and S:(f) are respectively P( Wi( V), 0) and Q( W i( V), 0). Thus to evaluate these two 
polynomials it suffices to consider generic maps into the plane, which Thorn has done 
in [7], (lo, p. 80 and Theorem 9, p. 84). The result is: 
THEOREM (Thorn). Let ,f be a generic map of V, a compact n-mantfold (n 2 2) into an 
oriented 2-manifold. The mod 2 cohomology classes dual to S,(f) and S:(f) are respectively 
W”-l(V) and w”(V). 
In particular, the number of elements in S:(f) has the same parity as the Euler charac- 
teristic of V. 
(1.3). In this paper we are concerned with the following question. Given an oriented 
2-manifold M, and a compact, oriented n-manifold V (n L 2), and a generic map f from 
V to M, can f be deformed to a generic map g so that g has no cusps if the Euler charac- 
teristic of V, x(V), is even or one cusp if x(V) is odd ? For n 2 2, we obtain an affirmative 
answer and for n = 2 we obtain only a partial result. 
THEOREM (1). If n is odd and n > 2, then f is homotopic to a generic g such that g has 
no cusps. 
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THEOREM (2). If n is even and n > 2, then f is homotopic to a generic g such that: 
(1) If x(V) is even, g has no cusps 
(2) If x(V) is odd, g has one cusp. 
THEOREM (3). Zf n = 2, then f is homotopic to a generic g such that on each fold curve 
of g there are at most two cusps. 
Remark. The homotopy, h,, joining f and g in the three preceding statements, can be 
chosen so that except for one value of the parameter, t,, the h, are all generic and h,, is 
also generic on the complement of a finite set of points. 
(1.4). In $2, higher differentials, d’f and d3f are defined for a map f of an n-manifold 
into a p-manifold. All of the results of $2 are summarized in (2.5). In $9 3 and 4, V is a 
compact, oriented, n-manifold (n L 2) and M is an oriented 2-manifold. In $3, characteriza- 
tions of generic maps in terms of the higher differentials are given. Also, the cusps of a 
generic map are classified and paired off, in so far as it is possible, into removable pairs. 
In 44, the homotopies are constructed which eliminate these pairs of cusps. 
$2. HIGHER DIFFERENTIALS 
(2.1). If B is a bundle over a space X, we denote by B, the fibre over x E X. We will 
sometimes make an exception to this notation in the case of the tangent bundle T(X) over 
a manifold X, there X, will also denote the fibre over x. 
In this section X is an n-dimensional manifold and Y is a p-dimensional manifold. 
If f is a map from X to Y, we will denote the induced map from r(X) to f -l(T( Y)) by df; 
dfx = df /Xx. If the rank of df, is k(x), then S,(f) = {x E Xlk(x) = min (n,p) - i}. S,,(f) 
is the set of regular points of ,f and S(f) = viz 1Si (f) is the singular set of $ (See [4] 
for notation.) 
For x E X and y = f(x) let U and V be co-ordinate neighborhoods of x and y such 
that f(U) c V. Since T(X) 1 U and T( Y)l V are trivial we can choose bases {ui} and {vi} of 
the sections of these restricted bundles. Let {UT} and {vj*} be dual bases: 
(Ui, U,*) = (Ui(X'), Zl,*(X')) = 6, for all X’E U 
(Uj,Ui> = <Vj(Y'),V~(Y')) = 6j, for all JJ’E V. 
where (, ) is the pairing of a vector space with its dual. 
For later use we give a formula for df in terms of a choice of basis of sections: Let 
Wj = vj Of and wj* = vj* Of. Since df is linear on each fibre, there are functions aij; 
(i = 1, . . . , n;.j = 1, . . . ,p) such that: 
(1). df=Caiju*@wj, 
i.i 
where, if z is a section in T(X)lU, 
(G(z)), = dfAz(x)) = C aij(x)(z(x), UX(x))wj(x) 
i, j 
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(2.2). Let E = T(x)jS,(f), F = f-l(T( Y))l,S,(f). Define L and G by the exactness of: 
U 
O+L+WF:G+O; 
L is a (n - @-bundle and G is a (p - k)-bundle (k = min (n, p) - i), Following Whitney 
[S, p. 1621, we define a map 
d’f : E + L* @I G as follows: 
For x E 5’,(f) let k E X, and t E Lx. Using a basis for sections in T(X) over a neighborhood 
of x and for T(Y) over a neighborhood off(y) we first define a map rp’ : E -+ L* 0 F by: 
P:(k)(r) = C <k, daij(x)>< r, u?(x)>Wj(x) 
i, i 
and then define d2fx(k)(t) = x,(cpi(k)(t)). 
PROPOSITION. d2f is well defined bundle map and d2f (L is a section in (L* 0 L*) 0 G 
where 0 stands for symmetric product. 
Proof. Let z be any section in T(X) over U, our neighborhood of x, such that Z(X) = t. 
Since 
df, 2 (k, d((r, a*>>(x))ui(x) 
(i ) 
= C <k, d((r, u*>)(x)>aij(x)wj(x) 
i, j 
we can write 
d%(k)(t) = ~1 pj <k, daij(x)<r(x)> 14?(x)> + aij(x)d(< 
(. 
r9 u?>)(x~>wj~x~)* 
Thus 
d2f,(k)(r) = 711 
( 
C <k, d(aij(r, u?>)(x)>Wj(X) 
4 j 1 
= 711 ( jiI (k, d((df(r), W:))(x)) Wj(x)) * 
Thus for the first part of the proposition we need merely check that the expression 
j$l <k d(<d.f(t), wT>)(x>>Wj(X> 
is independent of the choice of sections wj = vj Of. But suppose we had made another 
choice--say W: = C,?=l (rj, Of)wj*. S ince {w,} and {iC& are dual bases, Wj = c$= 1 
(yj, of)w,. Thus 
; <k, d(<df(r), w,>)(4>%(4 = 
F <k d((df(z), +Vf))(X))Wj(X) + C <k d(yjm of)(x>>(df(t)s “‘T(X)>*n(X)* i, m 
However the second term vanishes since t E Lx. Thus d2fx is well defined. 
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The second part of the proposition can be checked using qk in some convenient bases. 
I tsuffices to show that in these bases &tl)(tZ) = cpt(t,)(t,) if ti E Lx. Choose co-ordinates 
(5,) in U and {qj} in V and let a/a<, = ui, dti = u*, (a/8qj) 0f = wj and d~j 0f = w* then 
This is clearly symmetric in t, and t,. 
Remark. (Compare [4] pp. 3340). Here as above the integers i and k are related by 
i + k = min (n, p). Choosing bases in L,, Xx, G,; d2fx determines a matrix $ which is 
n x (n - k)(p - k). J’(f) is transversal to Si(X, Y) at x if and only if 4 has rank (n - k) 
(p - k) = i(ln - pI + i). Thus J’(f) is transversal to S,(X, Y) at x E S,(f) if and only if 
is surjective. 
d2fx : X, -+ L; @ G, 
Restricting d2fx to Lx we obtain a matrix $ which is (n - k) x (n - k) (p - k). If 
J’(f) is transversal to Si(X, Y) at x E S,(f) we say that x is a regular point of S,(f) or 
x E Si,o(f) if and only if rank Ic/ = n - k, and x E Si,Jf) if and only if rank II/ = n - k - h. 
Thus if d2f,: X, -+ L* @ G, is surjective, x E Si+(f) if and only if dim(ker d”f,lL,) = h. 
If J’(f> is transversal to Si(X, Y) at x E S,(f) then in a neighborhood of x, S,(f) is a 
submanifold of codimension (n - k) (p - k). If we call the neighborhood of x, U then 
restricted to S,(J) n U we have an exact sequence 
d’ f 
O-+T-+E- L*@G-+O 
and it is easy to see by checking local equations for S,(f) that T is the tangent bundle to 
siCf) n u- 
(2.3). In the preceding paragraphs, we needed no restriction on f in order to define dJ 
In order to define d2f we restricted our attention to points of S,(j). The third derivative 
d3f is defined on the subsets Si&) c X. So for convenience let us assume that J'(f) is 
transversal to Si(X, Y) since we define d3f only for points at which this is true. Over 
Si,h(f) we have two exact sequences: 
dZf 
O+T-+E+ L*@G-+O 
and, d2f 
O+R+L--+ L*@G--+ =’ K-+0 
wheredimR, = h,anddimK, = h(p - k) + (n - k - h)(p - k - l),(dimL, = (n - k) 
and dim G, = (p - k)). 
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Since A c L we have the usual exact sequence 
O+R’-+L*+R*+.O 
where RL is the annihilator of R in L*. Tensoring with G we obtain: 
O-+R’QG+L*QG+R*QG+O. 
Since R = ker d2f IL we have a commutative xact diagram :
2 c2 
L-L*QG- 
d’fl d ’ 
K -0 
(3) 1 
= 
1 
n 
R’QG- L*QG- R*QG-+O 
I 
0 
To see this we must merely check that d’f(L) c R’ Q G which is trivial: if 2 E Lx and 
r E R, then d2fx($)(r) = d2fx(r)($) = 0. Tensoring the last vertical sequence with R* gives: 
R*QK-+R*QR*QG-+Q. 
Define the symmetric product, R* 0 K by the exactness of 
O-R*OK+R*QK+(R* A R*)QG+O 
and the symmetric product R* 0 L* by the exactness of 
O+ROL*--,R*QL*+R*AR*+O 
where the last map is just the composition of the maps: 
R*QL*-+R*QR*+R* AR*. 
Tensoring the defining sequence for R* 0 L* with G we have the exact commutative 
diagram, using the last block of (3) tensored with R*: 
O-+(R*OL*)QG+R*QL*QG-+R* A R*QG+O 
(4) 1 I I 
= 
0 - R*OK - R*QK - R*/\R*QG-+O 
I I 
0 0 
In a completely analogous way we can define R* 0 R* 0 K by the diagram: 
O+R*OR*OL*QG+ R”QR*QL*QG+R” AR” A R*QG+O 
i 1 I 
O-+R*OR*OK--+ R*QR*QK- R”r\R*r\R*QG--+O 
We define d3f T + R* 0 K, where everything is over Si,h(f) and T is the tangent bundle 
to S,(f) restricted to SJf). J’(f) is transversal to Si,h(X, Y) at x E Si,h(_f) if and only if 
d3fx is surjective. Again, in this case Si,Jf) in a neighborhood of x is a manifold whose 
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tangent bundle is the kernel of d!f. Thus the codimension of ,SiJf) in S,(f) is the fibre 
dimension of R* 0 K which is 
(p - k) + (n - k - h)(p - k - 1) 
I 
, 
which is the result obtained in [4, prop. 1, p. 391. 
(2.4). We have two projections, rci : F + G and n2 : L* 0 G -+ K. 
LetP,:L*@F+L*@GandP,‘:R*@L*@F+R*@L*@G 
andP;:R*@L*@G-tR*@K. Definerp2:T-tR*OL*OFby: 
where {z,, . . . . z,,_ k} is a part of a basis of sections in E over a neighborhood U of x such 
that S,(f) n U is a submanifold of U and {zj]Si(f) n U} is a basis for L]U n S,(f). We 
assume here that over s,(f) n U, d2f: E + L* 0 G + 0. For x E SiJf), define d3fx: 
TX -+ R: @ K, by d3fx = P; P; q;. 
PROPOSITION. d3f is well dejned over Si, ,,(f) and d3f(T) c R* 0 K, and,further d3f (R 
is a section in R* 0 R* 0 K. 
Proof. The map cpz depends on the choice of sections {zi} and {wj}. In order to em- 
phasize this dependence we write cp:(z, w). We wish to show that Pi Pi qz(z, w) is inde- 
pendent of these choices. 
Let Y, be the real linear space of germs of C” sections in T(X), (tangent vector fields) 
at x whose restrictions to S,(f) are germs of sections in L. And let M: L, --) _Y, be a 
linear mapping such that a($) (x) = 4. Define ~:Tx@R,@L,+Tx@~x@3’x, 
by E(t @ r @ 4) = t 0 c((r) @ CI($), where W, = {p E Y,.]p(x) E R,}. We define 
$:T,OW,@~“,-tF,by 
$(t 0 P 0 A) = 1 <t, d((p, d((df(‘), wf>)>)(x)>wj(x) 
We will check that 1c/, is independent of the choice of {wj}. 
is a multilinear map which determines a map of TX into R*, 0 L*, @ F,, which depends 
on u, say O,(a) we will check that: 
P;P;f?,(cx) = P;P;&z, w). 
Since the left hand side is independent of (z, MJ) so is the right. 
LEMMA (I). $(t @I p @ A) is independent of the choice of {wj}. 
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Proof. Let Wj = c (Yjm ~f)iV,,,, and n(x)=* and p(x) = r, then 
; <f:d(<p, d(<df(& G>>>)(~>%(x> 
=zj <t, d(<P, d(<dS(A)s (Yjm ~f>wj*>>>)(x>>@~(~> 
= zj(t, dC<p, d(<df(l), wj*>)(rj, 0.0 
+ d(Yj, of><df(~), wj*>)I(~)>@m(x) 
= lXj <G d(<p, d(<d.f(O $>>>X~>>w&) 
+ C <t, 4yjm of>(x>><r, d(<d.f(~), W~>N.x)>~m(X> , . 
+Y. <t, d(<P, d(y+n of)>)(x>><dS(*>, W~(X>>~m(X) 
+mxJ <t, d(<df(;l), “‘f>)(x)><rv d(yjm of)(x)>~m(x>* 
m,.i 
The second term vanishes since (df(A), w;) IS,(f) vanishes and r is tangent to s,(f). The 
third term vanishes since df(4) = 0 and the fourth term vanishes since (r, d(y,, 0f) (x)) = 
(df(r), ((dyj,) of) (x)) and r E R, c L, = ker dJ 
LEMMA (2). Pi P; 0,(a) = P; P; pz(z, w). 
Proof. Let m : TX 0 L, -+ L, be defined by m(t 0 2) = CKf (t, d((a($), zr)) (x))zi(x). 
Let$:T,@R, x L,-+F,bedefinedby: 
3<r 0 r 0 $1 = KXO(r 0 a) + cpXr>(m(t 0 2)) + cpt(m(t 0 r))(a). 
Notice that q($(t 0 r 0 a) = q&t) (r 0 2) + d’f,(r) (m(t 0 -lj) + d2fX(m(t 0 r))(a). 
The second term vanishes since r E R, c ker d2fx. Thus the mapping determined by $ of 
TX into R,* 0 K, agrees with the map Pi OP; 0 cpz. All we have to check is that zI O $ 
= 7x1 0 Ic/OZ 
4J<t 0 r 0 t) = cp?Xt>(r 0 2) + cpXr)(m(t 0 a>) f cpT(m(t 0 r))(4) 
Since arl~~(m) (2) = ~,(Ci (m, d((df(a(t), ~7)) (x)) Wj(x)) = d2fx(m) (t) for any $, m EL, 
by results of the preceding paragraph it suffices to show that 
$‘(t 0 r 0 4) = cp”,(r)(r 0 2) + cp$(r)(m(t 0 2)) + T <m(r 0 r), d(<df(44), w~>)(x>>wj<x> 
equals $ O E(t 0 r 0 k). 
We first simplify the first two terms 
VE(t)(r 0 aI+ cp$(r)(m(t 0 2)) = C <t, d(<zi, da,j>)(x)><*T C,(x>><r, z)(x)>wj(X) 
i, j, m 
+ Jzm <r, da,j(x)><t, d(<4*), rZ>)<x>>wj(4 
= C‘ <t, d(<zi, d(a,j<4*), G>)>H><r, z?(x)>wj(x> 
i j, m 
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However since a,jlsi(f) vanishes, m = 1, . . ., n - k and t is tangent to S,(f) at x we see that 
the subtracted term vanishes. Also since &(a(*)) = Crnj amj(~($), Z~)Wj, we have 
$‘(t 0 r 0 *) = C <t, d(<zi3 4(df_lf(4*)), wT>>>>b>><r, z,*(x>>wj(x> 
i, j 
+ C <t94(cr(r)3 z*>Xx>><zi(x>~ 4(df(4*))9 $>>(X)>wj(Xi 
i, j 
Thus 
IC/‘(t 0 r 0 -f-> = 1 (t, d(<4r), d(<df(f’(a(*)), WT>)j)(X)>Wj(X> 
.i 
To check the symmetries, that is: that d3f,(TX) c R: 0 K, and that d3f (R is a section in 
R* 0 R* 0 K, we consider c&t) (r @ 2) in special bases: zi = 8/aci, z* = dci, 16) = (a/~!$~) 0f, 
where {ii} is part of a co-ordinate system at x, such that restricted to a neighborhood of x 
in s,(f), 8/8ci span the sections of L. In terms of these co-ordinates 
Since r and 2 enter into the above expression symmetrically we see that d3fx(T) c R* 0 K. 
If further t E R,, we have: 
and the second symmetry result follows since t, r, k enter into the above symmetrically. 
(2.5). Summing up what has been done in this section: 
Given a mapf : X + Y we have the usual differential off: 
itf: T(X) --f-i(T(Y)). 
If we let Ei = T(x>lS,(f> and F’i = ,f-‘(T( Y))lsi(f), i = 1, . , min (n, p) have an exact 
sequence 
U 
0 -+ Li 3 Ei - Fi ---f Gi + 0. 
We defined a linear map, 
d2f:Ei+L*@Gi 
and found that J’(f) is transversal to Si(X, Y) at x E S,(f) if and only if dZJ; is surjective. 
One property of d’f is that its restriction to Li defines a section in (L” 0 LF) @ Gi. We 
assume for the remainder of this paragraph that J’(f) is transversal to S,(X, Y) for all 
i= 1 , a**, min(n, p). Thus over si(.f) we have the exact sequence: 
d’f 
0 -+ Ti --+ Ei - L* 0 G ----f 0, 
where Ti is the tangent bundle of s,(f). Let S&f) be the set of points in S,(f) such that 
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dim(ker d’flLi) = h. This agrees with the usual definition of S&f), see [4]. Then if 
Ei,h = EiISi,,(f) and Li,h @ Gi,h = (LT @ GJ]S,,(f), we define Ri,h and Ki,h by the 
exactness of: 
d2/ 
O+Ri,h+Li,h -L~,OGi,h-,Ki,h--fO. 
Letting Tj,h = TiISi,h(f), we defined a linear map : 
d3f: Ti,,, --+ R;,, 0 Ki,,,, 
where again J”(f) is transversal to Si, h(X, Y) at x E Si, h(f) if and only if d3fX is surjective. 
And again if J2(f) is transversal to siJX, Y) then ker(d3f) is the tangent bundle of s+(f). 
We also have the further symmetry property that d3flRi,h defines a section in 
K$, 0 R:,, 0 K&. 
With these three differentials defined it is relatively clear how to define higher dif- 
ferentials and higher order singularities. However since we will only use the first three 
differentials here, we will content ourselves with the foregoing general definitions and now 
return to the special case in which the target manifold is two dimensional. 
53. GENERIC MAPS 
(3.1). In $1, we defined a mapf of an n-manifold V into a 2-manifold A4 to be generic 
if it satisfied two conditions: 
(a) J’(f) is transversal to Si( V, M), i = 1, 2; 
(b) J2(f) is transversal to Sf(V, M). 
As we saw in the previous section, we can rephrase these transversality requirements in 
terms of df, d2f and d3J In particular condition (a) is replaced by: 
(a’) S,(f) = 6 and if E= T(19S1(f) and F=.f-r (~(M))l&(.f) 
then d2f: E + L* 0 G is surjective. 
The statement equivalent to (b) can be simplified by making some identifications. Notice 
that L = ker(df]E) is an (n - 1)-plane bundle and that G = coker(df]E), is a line bundle. 
The kernel of d’f is T, the tangent bundle of S,(f), again a line bundle. 
At points of S:(f), R = ker(d2f)L) and K = coker(d2f]L). Both R and K are line 
bundles over S:(f) and R c TlS:(f). Thus R = T/S:(f). Since we have, by (3) of the 
preceding section a projection of K onto (T* @ G)lS:(f) we see that K = (T* @ G)lS:(f). 
And so the map d3f :TlSf(f) -+ R* 0 K is just a map from TlSf(f) into (T* 0 T* @ G)( 
S:(f) and condition (b) is replaced by: 
(b’) d3f: TlS:(f) + (T* 0 T* 0 G)lS:(f) is an isomorphism. 
Perhaps it would be neater to formulate conditions (a’) and (b’) as follows: As usual 
df: T(V) -+f-‘(T(M)). Let P E V and L, = ker(df,), G, = coker(df,) then (a’) can be 
stated : 
(a”) d”f, : V, -+ Lz @ G, is surjective for all P E V. 
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Let Tp = ker(d’f,), R, = ker(d’f,]l,), Kp = coker(&&,), then (b’) can be restated: 
(b”) d:fP : Tp --t Rz 0 Kp is surjective for all P E V. 
Clearly (a”) implies that S,(f) = 4 since if P E S,(f) then dim L, = n and dim GP = 2 so 
d2fP could not be surjective. If PE S,,(f), a regular point, then dim G, = 0, and 
VP = Tp = ker(d2f,) and dim Kp = 0 so (b”) is trivial in that case. If P E S,(f) -- S:(f) 
then dim R, = 0 so (b”) is again trivial. Thus the only non-trivial part of (b”) is for 
P E S:(f) and then (b”) is the same as (b’). 
Generic maps can also be characterized by the local normal forms, see [2, 5, 91: Let 
P E V, then there exist co-ordinates (u, X, zl, . . . , z,_~) centered at P and co-ordinates 
(U, Y) centered at f(P) such that in a neighborhood of P, f has the form : 
.I 
u of(u, x, 2) = u 
Yof(u,x,z)=x’ 
if P E S,(f); 
r 
u of(u, x, z) = u 
n-2 
Y of(u, x, z) = c + z’ * x2’ 
if P e S,(f) - S:(f) 
i=l 
i 
u of(M, x, z) = 11 
n-2 3 if P E S:(f). 
Yo,f(u,x,z)= c fz~+xut_x3 
i=l 
(3.2). Let f : V -+ A4 be generic, then we have a surjective map d2f: E --, L* 0 G. Let 
flf: L @ L + G: (aI @ 2c2) -+ (d2f(-kl), k,). Hf is a symmetric bilinear map. 
LEMMA (1). Let c be an open arc in S,(,f) containing no points of S:(f). Since GJc is 
trivial we may pick an orientation g of Glc and if I-l’e denote by HfO,, the resulting map qf 
(L @ L)lc into R, then the index of ITfg is constant orz c. 
Proof. This is merely a consequence of the statement that if 11: R --f Y is a continuous 
map of the reals into the (n - 1) x (n - 1) real symmetric non-singular matrices then the 
index of h(t) is independent of t. The proof of this is simple. Let Uj c R be the set of 
all t such that the index of h(t) = j. Uj is clearly open since Uj = {tlindex of h(t) > j - l} 
n {t/index of (-h(t)) > n - 1 - j - l}. Since Uj n Uj, = 4 for j # j’ and R is con- 
nected we see that for some j, r/i = R. 
Let P E S,(f), we define an integer z(P), the absolute index of P, as follows. For any 
choice of orientation g(P) E G,, HfqCpj defines a symmetric, bilinear form on Lp @I Lp. 
The rank of Hfgcpj is (n - 1) if P E S,(f) - S:(f) and (n - 2) if P E S:(.f). Let i,(,, be 
the index of this form and define r(P) = max(i,(,), rank(Hf,(.,) - igcPJ. 
COROLLARY. z is constant on every component of S,(f) - S:(f). 
Let C be a component of S,(f) and suppose that C n St(f) # 0 then C - St(f) is a 
finite union of open arcs. If P E C n S:(f), then P is in the closure of one or two of these 
arcs-we say that these arcs abut P. If C is oriented with orientation t and P E St(f) 
J 
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and r(P) # (n - 2)/2, then there is an orientation g(P) E G, such that igcp, = r(P). We 
say that a cusp P E C is positive (negative) relative to the orientation t if 
d3fp(t(P)) = A(t*(P) 0 t*(P) 0 g(P)) 
where A is positive (negative). (N.B. PL cusp, P E C, is positive or negative relative to an 
orientation t of C if and only if r(P) # (n - 2)/2). 
LEMMA (2). Let C be an oriented component of S,(f) and let P E S:(f) TV C then: 
(i) If z(P) = (n - 2)/2 then z = n/2 on the arcs abutting P. 
(ii) If z(P) # (n - 2)/2 then P abuts tbvo open arcs, A and B. 
If the orientation at P points from A to B, then: 
( 
z(A) = z(P) + I 
2 tf P is positive relative to the orientation of C. 
z(B) = z(P) 
and 
i 
z(A) = z(P) 
z(B) = z(P) + 1’ 
tf P is negative relative to the orientation of C. 
Proof. If P E S;(f), we can choose co-ordinates about P and f(P) so that f takes the 
form 
i 
u=u 
n-7-2 
Y = c z: - i wj” +axu + bx3 
i=l j=l 
where Ia\ = \b( = 1. L t e Z: F + G be the projection, then 
a 
g(P) = 7c - ! 1 II - 2 ay if z = r(P) # 2. 
The equations for S,(f) in a neighborhood of P, i.e. the equations of C in a neighborhood 
ofPare:zi=0,wj=0,andau+3bx2=0. Welet 
then d3f,(t(P)j = bb(t*(P) 0 t*(P) 0 g(P)). If Q E C near P, then Q has co-ordinates 
(x, U, w, z) = (s, -3bs’/a, 0,O) where if P abuts two arcs, Q E A if s < 0 and Q E B if 
s > 0 and f (Q) has co-ordinates: (U, Y) = (- 3bs2/a, - 2bs3). We change co-ordinates so 
that Q and f (Q) become the new origins : 
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Dropping the primes we see that fin the new co-ordinates assumes the form: 
( 
U=U 
n-r-2 
Y = C zf - i w; + 3bsx2 + axu + asu + bx3. 
i=l j=l 
Thus if we orient G, by rr(a/a Y)lo = g(Q), then i,,,, = T if bs > 0 and igcQ, = r + 1, if 
bs < 0. Thus r(Q) = max(r, n - 1 - T) if bs > 0 and 7(Q) = max(r + 1, n - r) if 
bs < 0. 
Thus in either case if r = (n - 2)/2, then s(Q) = n/2, so (i) is proved. If z > (n - 2)/2, 
then r(Q) = r if bs > 0 and r(Q) = z + 1 if bs < 0. 
Thus if P is a positive cusp, 7(Q) = 
I 
z+l if s<O 
r if s > 0, 
and if P is a negative cusp, 7(Q) = 
r if s<O 
z+l if s>O. 
LEMMA (3). Let C be an oriented component of S,(f) and let P and P’ be positive cusps 
relative to the given orientation of C. Suppose T(P) = z(P’) = z,,. Let C,,. be an arc of C 
joining P and P’. Zf there are no other positive cusps of absolute index ~~ on C,,,, then there 
is precisely one negative cusp Q E Cppr such that r(Q) = zO. (Note: if P = P’, the lemma 
is true if C,,, = C.) 
Proof. The set of points on C, a(z,) where r I q, is closed; in fact a(~,,) is a finite 
union of disjoint closed arcs. Orient each arc of a(~,,) as C is oriented. Each left-hand 
endpoint is a positive cusp and each right-hand endpoint is a negative cusp of absolute 
index T,, and there are no other cusps with absolute index, TV. 
PROPOSITION. On any oriented component, C, of S,(f), the number of positive cusps of 
absolute index T is equal to the number of negative cusps of index z. The positive and negative 
cusps of a given absolute index alternate going around C. 
COROLLARY. Zf n is odd, the number of cusps on each component of S,(f) is even. Zfn 
is even, the number of cusps on each component of S,(f) is congruent (mod 2) to the number 
of cusps on the component of absolute index (n - 2)/2. 
(3.3). Let f: V -+ M, be generic. Since we have exactness in: 
d/ n: 
O-+L--+E -F+G-+O 
over a component C of S,(.f) and since both E = T(V)/&(f) and F = f -‘(T(M))IS,(f) 
are orientable we see that L is orientable if and only if G is orientable. 
LEMMA. (See [3, Lemma 11). Over a component C of S,(f), L is orientable if’and only 
if the number of cusps on C is even. 
Remark. By Proposition (1) of (3.2), we know that L and G are both orientable if 
n = dim V is odd. If dim I’ = 2m, then LIC and GlC are both orientable if and only if 
the number of cusps on C of absolute index m - 1 is even. 
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Proof. Introduce a metric in E = T( V)l C and let H be the line bundle perpendicular 
to L]C. Since E is orientable and E/C = H @ LIC we see that L]C is orientable if and 
only if H is orientable. 
Let I be the orthogonal projection of H into T(C), the tangent bundle of C. The 
mapping J_ annihilates the fibres of H over points of S:(f) n C. Let P E C such that 
P $ S:(f) and consider the identification map i : I + C where Z = [0, l] and i(0) = i(1) = P. 
Since H is a line bundle over the circle, C, it is either trivial or a Mobius band. Thus there 
is a mapping cp: I -+ H such that cp(t) is a unit vector over i(5) and if H is orientable then 
~(0) = ~(1) and if H is non-orientable then ~(0) = -q(l). Since T(C) is trivial we have 
a projection p: T(C) -+ R: At(Q) + A, where t is a unit tangent vector field. Let h = p o J_ o q. 
The mapping h : I + R is non-zero at the end points and vanishes on the finite set, 
i-‘(S:(f) n C). S ince i is one to one on the interior of I, if we knew that dh # 0 when 
h = 0 we would know that His orientable if and only if the number of cusps of C is even. 
To prove this consider the normal form off at a cusp: 
( 
U=l4 
Y = Q(z) + axu + bX3, 
Q(z) is a non-singular quadratic form in (n - 2) variables (z,, . . . , z, _2) and ab # 0. Near 
the origin of this co-ordinate system, ker df = L is spanned by (ajaz,, a/ax}. We choose a 
metric so that a/&, a/azi, d/ax is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin. The equations for C near the origin are zi = 0, au + 3bx2 = 0. 
Thus at a point on C with co-ordinates (x, U, z) = (x, -3bx’/a, 0), a unit tangent vector 
This defines a unit tangent vector field along C in a neighborhood of the origin, which is 
unique up to sign. Thus the projection p defined using this vector field differs from any 
other only in sign. 
In the neighborhood we are working with, the fibre of H over each point is spanned 
by a/au at that point. Thus in a neighborhood of the inverse image of the cusp, cp is con- 
stantly either + d/au or -a/au. Resolving a/au, in the a/au, a/ax plane we find that 
(goxoi) = + (i)t(x(i)). 
Thus in this neighborhood 
h= -6b(x.i) 
a ’ 
So dh = (- 6b/a) d(x o i) which is non-zero since i is a local diffeomorphism in a neighbor- 
hood of the inverse image of the cusp and x is a co-ordinate function on C in a neighborhood 
of the cusp. Q.E.D. 
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Let C be a connected component of S,(f) over which L is oriented and let N be the 
normal bundle to C in V. Pick an orientation for T(C); this induces-using the given 
orientation for V-an orientation for N. Since P E C n S:(f) if and only if Tp c L,, we 
see that if A is an arc of C - S:(f) then perpendicular projection of LIA into N/A relative 
to some choice of metric in EIC is an isomorphism. We will say that the orientation of 
LIA agrees (disagrees) with the orientation of NIA if this isomorphism is orientation pre- 
serving (reversing). Here we take as orientations of LIA and NIA the orientations induced 
from those on LIC and N. Since LIC is oriented, every cusp, P E S:(f) n C abuts two 
disjoint arcs. 
COROLLARY. Let C be an oriented component of S,(f), f generic, and suppose L is also 
oriented. Given any cusp P E C, P abuts two arcs A and B, and the orientations of LIA and 
NJA agree and the orientations of LIB and NIB disagree. 
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the computations of the preceding. Let H 
be the line bundle perpendicular to L[ C and I : H + T(C) be orthogonal projection. Since 
LIC is oriented, H is too. Let 0 be a positive section of H and t a positive section of T. 
Then I 0 D = pt where n: C + R and p-l(O) = S:(f). Since dp(P) # 0 for P E S:(f) n C 
we see that ,u changes sign as it goes through a cusp. Thus on one of the arcs abutting P, 
say A, _L : HIA -+ T/A is orientation preserving and on the other it is orientation reversing. 
If we put both of the orthogonal projections together we obtain an orientation preserving 
isomorphism of H @ L + T 0 N restricted to any arc of C - S:(f). Thus I: LIA -+ N(A 
is orientation preserving and _L : LIB -+ NIB is orientation reversing. 
(3.4). Let C be any connected component of S,(f), f generic. Given any orientation ;1 
of L at a point P E C, let u E Ep = Tp(V) be such that u 6 L, and u A A is positive multiple 
of the orientation of Ep. Since u 4 L,, df,(u) # 0 and we can choose a y E Fp = f-‘(T(M)), 
such that dfp(u) A y is a positive multiple of the orientation of Fp. Let g,(P) = xp(y) 
where rc is the projection of F onto G. Suppose t(P) E Tp is non-zero and suppose that 
P E S:(f). Then d2fp(u) = (a(P)t*(P) + r*(P)) @ g,(P), where a(P) # 0 and r*(P) 0 
g,,(P) E d2f,(Lp). Changing the orientation of L, we would replace u by something congruent 
to - u modulo L and thus dfp(u) would be replaced by - dfp(u) and thus g,,(P) would be 
replaced by -g,(P). Thus the sign of a(P) depends only on the choice of t(P). Thus given 
an orientation t of C we define a function: 
PROPOSITION (1). If n = dim V is even and dim M = 2 andf : V + M is generic then C, 
a component of S,(f), can be given an orientation t so that LX,(P) = (- ly(‘). 
Proof. Since f is generic, we have the exact sequence over C: 
@f 
O-+T+E-+ L*@G-+O. 
Thus we have an isomorphism d2f: N --, (L* 0 G)jC, where N is the normal bundle of 
C in V. Pick orientations of N and (L* @ G)[ C so that d’f is orientation preserving. 
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In this case an orientation for L* @ G is easy to describe. Let 2 be an orientation for 
L, and pick any u E E, such that u &L, and such that u A A is a positive multiple of the 
orientation of E, and let g,(P) E G, be as described above. Let A* be the orientation of Lz 
dual to 2. For orientation of (L* 0 G)p we take (A* 0 g,(P)). This orientation is inde- 
pendent of the choice of lb* since if A* is replaced by -A* then g,(P) is replaced by -g,(P) 
and 
(-i*) 0 ( -g,(P)) = - (- l)“_ i(A* 0 g,(P)) = A* 0 g,(P) 
since n is even. 
Let t be an orientation of C and let P E S:(f) n C. Let {rl, . . . , r,__,) be a basis for 
L, n Np and let (U A r1 A . . . A r, _-2 ) be an orientation for Np such that (U A t(P) A 
rl A .*. A Y,__2 ) is the orientation for E,. Since (t(P) A r1 A . . . A r,_J is an orientation for 
L, then the above described orientation for L, 0 GP is 
((t(p)* 8 g,(p)) A (r: 8 g,(p)) A ... A (r:-2 @&(p))). 
Since we know that we can choose co-ordinates in a neighborhood of P so that f assumes 
its normal form we know that we can choose u, rl, . . . , r, _2 and an orientation t of C so 
that the matrix of d2f always has determinant + 1 and has the form: 
i 
W) 0 0 
0 In-ZY(P) 0 
0 0 - IZ(P) 1 
, where 
Zj is thej x ,j identity matrix. Thus a,(P)( - 1)“” = 1 for all P E S:(f) n C. Q.E.D. 
(3.5). If n is odd, we know that both L and G are orientable-or what is equivalent 
that there is an even number of cusps on each component C of S,(f). Pick an orientation 1. 
for L and let G be oriented by g = gU where u .$ L and such that (U A 1) is a positive multiple 
of the orientation of E/C (see preceding paragraph). Relative to this orientation, we 
denote the index of Hfg by ie. Just as for the absolute index, this index ig is constant on 
the arcs of C - S:(f) and if P E S:(f) n C and i,(P) = i, then on the two arcs abutting P, 
the values of i, are i and i + 1. Thus the arcs of C - s;(f) are alternately of odd and 
even ig index. 
Given an orientation of N and one for L over C, we know by the corollary of the 
last paragraph that the orientation of L alternately agrees and disagrees with the orientation 
of N on the arcs of C - S:(f). Thus by appropriate choice of orientation of N, or what 
is the same by appropriately orienting C, we may assume that the orientation of N and L 
agree on the arcs of C - Sf(f) with even ig index. Let v be such an orientation of N and 
let t be a non-zero vector field tangent to C so that (-t) A v is a positive multiple of the 
orientation of E/C. 
Let P E S;(f) n C, then the normal form for f at P is : 
i 
u=u 
n-i-2 
Y= c wk”- 
k=l 
jil zi” + Km4 + px3 
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where i = i,(P) and 
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a = w>, t(P) = 8; 
a 
i i 
a a - 
P 
9 = S(a/eu) = ll ay 9 
au/‘ar 
orients M and lcll = 101 = 1, where rx depends only on the choice of t(P) but p depends 
also on the choice of g. 
We work in a neighborhood of P in whichf has the above normal form. L is spanned 
by 
(a d 
\ax’aw,‘...‘& 
-~ 
1 
and we may assume that 
d a a a 
,AgKA...Az 
is a positive multiple of the orientation of E. The orienting tangent vector field on C is 
a 68 a 
t=ax-yXau. 
Thus the orientation of N is 
( 
? 
:.6p,?_ * a a 
au a ax 1 ( dw, * ..‘^& 7 1 
where the wk and zj are in the same order as in the orientation of V given above. Let 
( a a P= ~^“‘A~, 
in this order. Then the orientation of L is given by 
L=Lnp and v= 
Thus if x < 0, the orientations of L and N agree if and only if B/LX < 0. But by assumption 
the orientations agree only on even indexed arcs. The arc x < 0 is of even index if either i 
is even and fi < 0 or i is odd and /I > 0. Thus the two possibilities are: 
(a > 0, i even, p < 0) Ol- (a < 0, i odd, /3 > 0) 
On the other hand, if x < 0, the orientations disagree b/a > 0. This occurs only on odd 
indexed arcs and the arc x < 0 has odd index if either i is even and /I > 0 or i is odd and 
p < 0. Again the two possibilities are: 
(a > 0, i even, /? > 0) or (a < 0, i odd, j? < 0). 
Thus combining we have tl > 0 for i even and CY < 0 for i odd. Thus we have proved 
analogous to Proposition (1) : 
PROPOSITION (2). Let f: V -+ M be generic where dim V is odd. Let C be a component 
of S,(f) oriented by a vectorjield t. Then we can orient G so that on S:(f) n C, 
CI, = (- l)i, 
where i = ig for g the orientation of G. (The function CQ is defined at the beginning of (3.4).) 
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The relevance of the two preceding propositions is that if we restrict ourselves to one 
component C of S,(f), then we can orient C so that: 
(1) If n is even, the normal forms at the cusp points are: 
1 
U=ll 
Y = Q + (- 1)‘xu 5 x3, 
where Q is a non-singular quadratic form in (n - 2)-variables of index z. 
(2) If IZ is odd, we can orient G so that the normal form s at cusp points are: 
( 
u = 11 
Y = Q + (- 1)‘xu + x3 
where Q is a non-singular quadratic form in (n - 2)-variables of index i and rc(a/aY) is 
the orientation of G. 
In both (1) and (2), the orientation of C is given by a/ax at the cusp and the orientation 
of M at the image of the cusp is given by (a/au A a/a Y). 
(3.6). If IZ is odd and we pick orientations of C, a component of S,(f), and G over C, 
the points of S;‘(f) n C are split into two classes depending on the sign of p where 
d3f,(t(P)) = P(P)(t*(P) 0 t*(P) @ g(P)) and t and g are the chosen orientations of C and G 
respectively. 
In analogy with the general convention we call a cusp P E C positive relative to the 
orientations of G and C if /I > 0 and negative if B < 0. On C, let Pi be the set of positive 
cusps of $-index i and Jlr, the set of negative cusps of $-index i-relative to an orientation 
t of C and an orientation g of GIG. By the same argument as was used in the absolute 
index case, (3.2), we see that the number of elements in Pi is equal to the number of elements 
in Jl/^i and again the positive and negative cusps of a given i,-index alternate going around C. 
If n is even, we give signs to cusps of absolute index z # (n - 2)/2 in the usual way- 
i.e. the sign of a cusp P E C relative to an orientation t of C is the sign of p(P) where 
d3f,(V)) = /‘W’)(t*(p) 0 t*(P) 0 g(P)) w h ere now g(P) is the orientation of GP which 
makes the index of Hfqcpj q e ual z(P). If II is even and n > 2, we can orient C so that at a 
point P E S:(f) n C of absolute index T, f can be put in normal form : 
1 
u=u 
Y = Q(z) + (- 1)‘xu + x3 
a 
where Q(z) has index z, (a/a U A a/a Y) orients M, and ax orients C. If r = (n - 2)/2, 
P 
then - Q(Z) again has index r. Thus if we change co-ordinates u’ = -u, z1 = z;, U’ = - U 
and Y’ = - Y we obtain again as normal form for f dropping primes: 
1 
U=U 
Y= -Q(Z)+ (-l)‘xu-(+x3), 
where again (- Q(Z)) h as index r, (a/au A a/a Y) orients M, and 2 
ax p 
orients C. Thus for 
n > 2, II even, the sign of the x3 term is the normal form for f at a cusp of absolute index 
(n - 2)/2 can always be taken positive. 
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Remark. If n = 2, then at a cusp P, Tp = L, and thus if we orient C we have a natural 
choice of orientation for G at the cusps. If t is the orientation of C, call g,(P) this orientation 
at a cusp P. Note that this orientation at points of S:(f) n C does not extend to an orien- 
tation of all of G. In particular if there is an odd number of points in S:(f) n C we know 
that G is not orientable. However even if the number of cusps on C is even so G is globally 
orientable with orientation, say g, the two sets of orientations at the cusps may or may not 
be compatible, i.e. if g,(P) = A(P)g(P) it may be that the sign of ;i is not constant on 
S:(f) n C. In particular relative to the orientation t of C and g of G, the signs of the 
cusps alternate around C. This may or may not be the case relative to t(P) and g,(P). 
That is if we define p(P) by d3f,(t(P)) = /3(P)(t* 0 t* 0 g)(P) and j?,(P) by d3fp(t(P)) = 
p,(P)(t*(P) 0 t*(P) @ g,(P)), it is possible that b, ./I does not have constant sign. In the 
following figure the two simplest situations are illustrated. In both parts (a) and (b) of 
the figure is drawn a tubular neighborhood of a curve C embedded in 3-space. The 
mapping, f, is just projection into the plane, the curve C is S,(f) and C has two cusps in 
both cases. In both cases L is the line bundle along C of vectors perpendicular to the 
plane of the page. If we orient L by the vector field which goes into the page, then the 
orientation agrees with the orientation of C at both cusps in (a), but does not agree with 
the orientation of C at one cusp in (b). 
In both examples, the two cusps are of opposite signs relative to orientations t, g- 
that is their fi values have opposite signs, but in (b) only the two cusps are of the same 
sign relative to the orientations t, g,-that is the values of pt at both cusps have the same 
sign. 
(a) 
FIG. 1. 
(b) 
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As usual V and M are oriented manifolds-V, compact and n-dimensional and M, 
2-dimensional. Let f: V -+ M be generic. S(f), the singular set off consists of S,(f>, a 
finite number of non-singular, non-intersecting closed curves on V. On S,(f>, there is a 
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finite set of isolated points, S:(f), the cusps off. In this paragraph we will show that by 
varying f within its C” homotopy class, we can eliminate some pairs of cusps. 
In M we will always use U and Y as co-ordinates, the orientation in M will always 
be given by (a/i317 A a/a Y). Similarly in V we will use, U, x, zl, . . . , z,_~ as co-ordinates 
and the orientation of V will always be given by 
( 
a d a a 
--A--h--A.../\- l 
au ax a2, a+ > 
(4.1). Let C be a component of S,(f) oriented, as described in the last paragraph so that: 
(a) If n is even and P E C n S:(f) then we can choose co-ordinates centered at P and 
f(P), so that in a neighborhood of P, f is given by: 
(*a) (F == ;4(z, + (- 1)‘xu + &X3, 
where Q(z) = c;: t qzf, lai) = 1, (~1 = 1, z is the index of Q, and d/ax orients C at P. 
(b) If it is odd, y1 > 2, we can also orient G and choose co-ordinates centered at P 
and f (P) so that n(a/a Y) is the orientation of G, and in a neighborhood of P, fis given by: 
(*J {F == i(z) + (- 1)‘XU + &X3, 
where Q is as above with index i, 1~1 = 1 and d/ax orients C at P. 
If n is even and z # (n - 2)/2 or n odd, a cusp, P, is called positive (negative) if E = 1 
(or - 1). If IZ > 2 and n even and z = (n - 2)/2, we saw at the end of the last section that, 
even keeping a/ax pointing in the direction of the orientation of C, we could change the 
sign of the coefficient of the x3 term in the expression for Y(f) by orientation preserving 
changes of co-ordinates so the division of the cusps of z index equal to (n - 2)/2 into 
positive and negative ones makes no sense. If however 12 = 2, again a cusp is called positive 
or negative depending on the sign of the coefficient of the x3 term in the expression (*,J for 
Y(f). Here this special situation arises, since as soon as d/&x is chosen to orient C, a/au 
is taken so that (a/au A a/ax) orients V and if df(d/du) = a/au we choose a/aY so that 
(a/au A alaY) orients M. 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 2. Graphs of neighborhoods of (a) positive cusp, (b) negative cusp for the case n = 2. 
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(4.2). Let P E S:(f); P E C, a component of S,(f). Let u be any C” vector field 
tangent to C and non-zero at P. Orient C by the value of 0 at P. In the sense of this 
orientation let C, be a half open arc of C on which G # 0 and which ends at P. Restricted 
to C1 we know that d’(a) # 0 except at P. We take C, small enough so that it is in a co- 
ordinate neighborhood in which f can be put in normal form. 
LEMMA. (Let P, C,, and 0 be as described above). (a) There exists a C” function h 
dejined and strictly positive on C, - {P} such that df(h .a) on C, - {P} has a non-zero, 
C” extension to all of Cl. 
(b) If we call D(ha) the value of this extension at P, and D, the collection of all positive 
multiples of D(h *a), then the ray D in the tangent space of f(P) is independent of a and h. 
Proof. Suppose that lim,,, dfe(h(Q)a(Q)) # 0 and limo,p dfa(h”(Q)a( Q)) # 0 then 
and since 
D(h*a) = z: s D(ha) 
limQ>O 
0-P h(Q) 
we see that the set of positive multiples of D(ha) is independent of h for which 
lim df,(h(Q)a(Q)) f 0. 
Q-P 
To prove (a) and the rest of (b) choose co-ordinates centered at P and f(P) so that 
locally f has the form: 
(*) [: == l(z) + tlxu + bx3, lcll = I/31 = 1. 
In a neighborhood of P, C has the equations zi = 0; i = I, . . . , n - 2 and u + 3a/lx2 = 0. 
Thus a tangent vector at a point of C is a multiple of 
Thus in a neighborhood of P, any C” tangent vector field is given by 
g(x) $ - 6xa/l$ = a, 
where g is C” and g # 0 in a neighborhood of 0. If g(0) > 0, then the orientation of C 
is given by a/ax at P and if g(0) > 0 the orientation of C is given by -a/ax at P. Thus C, 
is defined by u + 3aj3x2 = 0 for x I 0 in the first case and x 2 0 in the second case. Thus 
on C, - {P}, -xg(x) is positive and for our h we take 
h(x)= -1. 
6xg(x) 
#(a) = -g(x)x6aP 
a 
au + ax -& 
> 
and df(ha) =c$ 
a a , au + ax ar , 
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where both sides are evaluated at the point of C, with co-ordinates (u, x, z) = (- 3c@, x, 0). 
Thus for any c, if we choose h as above, D(h*o) = c@(a/aU). Thus D consists of all positive 
multiples of @(a/a U) at f(P). 
DEFINITION. Let P E S:(f) and let D be the ray in the tangent space off(P) given by 
the preceding lemma. A tangent vector v # 0 at P points downward if df(v) E D and points 
upward if - v points downward. 
Remark. In terms of the co-ordinates used to express f in the form (*), a tangent vector 
v++b;+zc’; 
points downward at P if and only if a is a positive muliiple of c@, since f*(v) = a(a/LJU) 
at P, wheref, is the induced map from T(V) into T(M). 
(4.3). Let P E S:(f) and let v be a tangent vector at P which points downward. In 
the tangent space at f(P) let p be a vector such that f,(v) A p is the orientation of M at 
f(P) and let y = nQ E G,. We define the index Z(P) = i, (see 53). This is clearly well 
defined-independent of the choice of v and ,u. 
DEFINITION. A pair of cusps (P, P’) is called a matching pair if and only if 
Z(P) + Z(P’) = n - 2. 
The matching pairs of cusps can be described simply in terms of co-ordinates. Suppose 
P and P’ are cusps of a map f and suppose we choose co-ordinates centered at P and f(P) 
and at P’ and f (P’) so that f assumes the normal form: 
( 
u=u 
Y = Q(z) + C(XU + fix3 
in a neighborhood of P, and 
1 
lJ’ = u’ 
Y’ = Q’(z’) + a’x’u’ + ,8’~‘~ 
in a neighborhood of P’, where Icd = \/?I = l~l’l = Ip’I = 1 and (a/au A a/aY) and 
(a/a U’ A 13/d Y’) orient A4 at f(P) and f (P’) respectively, and Q and Q’ are non-singular 
quadratic forms in (n - 2) variables. It is no restriction to suppose that cr/? = -CL’/?‘. 
Then if c$ = 1, the index of Q is equal to Z(P) and the index of Q’ is equal to n - 2 - Z(P’). 
Thus (P, P’) is matching if and only if Q and Q’ have the same index. 
We list the special cases of this description for the matching pairs that we will use in 
this paper. 
LEMMA. (a) For n even all pairs of cusps with absolute index (n - 2)/2 are matching. 
(b) Let C be an oriented component of S,(f) and let P and P’ be cusps on C. 
(1). 
(2). 
If n is even and z(P) = z(P’) # (n - 2)/2 and P is positive and P’ is negative 
relative to the orientation of C then (P, P’) is a matching pair. 
Zf n is odd and g is any orientation of G then if i,(P) = i,(P’) but P is positive 
and P’ is negative relative to the orientations of C and G then (P, P’) is a 
matching pair. 
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Using this lemma and the results of $3 we can match all but at most one cusp of index 
(n - 2)/2. More precisely: 
COROLLARY. There is a 1: 1 mapping m of S'(f) into itself such that 
(1) m 0 m = identity on S:(f) ; 
(2) There is at most one P E S:(f) such that m(P) = P; 
(3) If P # m(P) then (P, m(P)) is a matching pair; 
(4) If z(P) # (n - 2)/2, then P and m(P) lie on the same component of S,(f). 
Clearly m, such a matching function, has a fixed point only if the total number of 
points in S:(f) is odd which happens only if n = dim V is even. The absolute index of 
such a fixed point is (n - 2)/2. 
(4.4). Let P and P’ be cusps of a generic5 A non-singular C” map, i: [0, l] + V is 
called a joining curve for P and P’ if: 
(1) A(O) = P and J_(l) = P’ and 1,([0, I]) n S,(f) = {P, P’}; 
(2) f o /z is an immersion; 
(3) &(d/at) points downward at t = 0 and upward at t = 1. 
LEMMA (1). Jf n > 2, there is a joining curve for any pair qf cusps of a genericf. 
Proof. We can certainly find a non-singular C” map /z which begins and ends in 
specified directions at specified points which avoids S,(f) except at its initial and end 
points. Notice that 3, automatically satisfies (2) in a little neighborhood of the end points 
of I because ic satisfies condition (3). 
Let v be an open set about A(Z’), where I” = (0, 1) such that f 1 r always has rank 2. 
Let J1(A): I” +J1(ZO, P) be the map taking a point to the l-jet of/z at the point. And let 
(f”): J1(ZO, P) -+ J’(Z”, M) be defined by composition with f, that is if g$” is the l-jet at t 
of a map g from a neighborhood of t E I” into vthen (f)(gi”) = (fg)!“. Since f has rank 2 
everywhere on r, ker(f) = {gj”ld(fg)(t) = 0} is a regular submanifold of codimension 2 
in J1(I”, P). Thus by the transversality theorem of Thorn [4, 61, we can change 2 a little on 
I” so that J’(A)(Z”) A ker(h) = 4. 
LEMMA (2). If n = 2, and C is an oriented component of S,(f), then any two cusps of 
the same sign, i.e. both positive or both negative relative to the orientation qf C, can be 
connected by a joining curve. 
Proof. This is trivial. Since V is assumed oriented, we can take a tubular neighborhood 
w of C, so that w is diffeomorphic with S’ x (- 1, 1) and w n S,(f) = C. If we orient C, 
then the downward directions at all positive cusps point into one component of w - C 
and the downward directions at the negative cusps all point into the other component of 
w - C. Thus it is clear that two cusps of the same sign can be connected by a joining 
curve which except for its end-points lies completely in one of the components of w - C. 
(4.5). DEFINITION. A matchingpair, (P, P’) is called removable ifthere is ajoining curve 
for P and P’. 
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It is the object of the next sections to justify this definition. We will show that a 
removable pair of cusps of a generic map can be eliminated by a homotopy off, say ft 
which agrees with f outside a tubular neighborhood of the image of a joining curve for the 
pair. The mapsf, are all generic with the exception of one value of the parameter. The 
first step in this process is to deformf through only generic maps so that the two cusps are 
connected by a joining curve I such that if fi is the end map of this deformation then fi O I 
is 1: 1. Another homotopy now brings the two cusps together and cancels them out. In 
Fig. 3 below, we show what happens for the case n = 2. The left hand figures represent 
tubular neighborhoods of the joining curve and the right hand figures give the graphs of 
the mappings at the various stages of the homotopy. 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
FIG. 3. 
In (b) we have the situation at the one non-generic parameter value-the two cusps 
have met. 
For n > 2, since by (4.4) Lemma (1) all matching pairs are removable, we can choose 
a matching function, m as in (4.3) Corollary. Now for all the pairs (P, m(P)) with P # m(P) 
we can choose mutually disjoint joining curves. Since the homotopy that eliminates the 
pair (P, m(P)) changes f only in a tubular neighborhood of the image of the joining curve. 
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it is clear that we can perform all the homotopies simultaneously. This would result in a 
homotopy_< off which is generic except at one parameter value t,, and f,,, would fail to be 
generic at a finite number of points. At any t < t,, S:(f,) and S:(f) have the same number 
of elements. However, for t > t,, St(f,) has one element iff has an odd number of cusps 
and none iffhas an even number of cusps. But by a theorem of Thorn [7], the number of 
cusps of a generic map of V into an orientable surface is congruent (mod 2) to the Euler 
characteristic of V. Thus once we have shown that a removable pair can be eliminated by 
a homotopy as described above we will have proved Theorems (1) and (2) announced 
in 9(l). 
Theorem (3) will follow in much the same way using (4.4) Lemma (2). This tells us 
that any pair of like-signed cusps of C, a component of S,(f) is removable. To describe 
the procedure by which cusps of C are eliminated it is sufficient to choose joining curves. 
We work entirely within a tubular neighborhood of C. There are three cases: 
(1) If the number of positive cusps is even and the number of negative cusps is even all 
the cusps can be eliminated. To do this just take joining curves for pairs of positive (nega- 
tive) cusps such that if P and P’ are positive (negative) cusps of C which are joined then one 
of the two arcs of C with end points P and P’ have no other positive cusps. In this way no 
free cusp is stopped by the joining curves from being joined to another free cusp of the 
same sign. In all of the figures drawn below the dotted lines are joining curves and the 
arrows are downward at the cusps. 
c--_ 
‘\ 
,#--I ‘\ 
/’ \ 
/ 1 
: 0 /’ -a_*. 
s, (f) 
0 
S,(g) 
FIG. 4. 
(2) If the number of positive cusps is even and the number of negative cusps is odd, 
all but one cusp can be eliminated. Join all the available pairs as described in (I) and then 
deform f along these joining curves. The resulting map, g, will have a single cusp on 
one component of S,(g) in the tubular neighborhood of C. 
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s, (f) s, (91 
FIG. 5. 
(3) If C has precisely one positive and one negative cusp then we do not deform f at 
all in the tubular neighborhood of C. If the number of positive cusps and the number of 
negative cusps of C is odd, we can eliminate all but two cusps which will lie on different 
components of S,(g) if the choice of joining curves is made a little carefully. If the choice 
of joining curves is made according to the description in (1) it is possible that the two 
uneliminated cusps will belong to the same component of S,(g). 
or 
FIG. 6. 
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(4.6). LEMMA (1). Let f be generic and P E S:(f). lf w is a neighborhood of P then 
f(w) contains a neighborhood off(P). 
Proof. If w is a neighborhood of P we may assume that in a neighborhood about P, 
the equations off are : 
i 
U=Zl 
r=p(Z)+XU-$ 
and that the cube Iu] I s2/4, 1x1 5 E, ]zr( I E is contained in w. Let S be the set of points 
in the cube with zi = 0, i = 1, . . . . n - 2. We show that f(S) contains a neighborhood of 
f(P), in fact that f(S) contains {(U, Y)( ]U] 5 s2/4 and I Yl 5 .s3/12}. From now on the 
functions ZJ and Y are considered restricted to S. For each u such that ]u] I ~‘14, let 
Y(u;): 1, + R be defined by Y(u, .)(x) = Y(u, x, 0), where I, = [-E, E]. We show that 
Y(%.)(G = 43,12- If u I 0, then Y(u, .) is non-increasing so Y(u..)(l,) = Ielul+Ej,3~ Iejj12. 
If u 2 0, then I, = I_ u I,,,, u I+, where I- = {x E I,lx I -u”‘}, I+ = {x E IJx 2 u”‘}. 
Y(u;)II,,,,~ is non-decreasing, so Y(u, .)(I& = IC2,3,u+ Y(u, .)II+ are non-increasing so 
Y(u, .)(I_) = [ -(2/3)u3”, --EU + s3/3] and Y(u, .)(I+) = [EU - ~~/3, (2/3)u3/‘]. Thus 
Y(u,.)(I,) = I, where a = max ((2/3)u”“, ~~13 - EU). Since ~~13 - EU is a decreasing 
function of u, M 2 ~~112. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (2). Let P E S;(f) and let A: [0, l] -+ V be an imbedding such that A(0) = P, 
&(a/&) points downward at P andf 0 1 is also an imbedding and A(0, 1) n S,(f) = 4. Then 
there exists a neighborhood w of A[O, 1) with co-ordinates (u, x, z) and a neighborhood v of 
f(w) with co-ordinates (U, Y) such that f Iw has the form : 
i 
U=l4 
(1) Y=Q(z)+xu+x3,where(&hk)givestheorientationofM. 
Proof. Let w,, be a neighborhood of P with co-ordinates (u,,, x,,, z,,) and v0 be a neigh- 
borhood of f(P) such that va 1 f(w,,) so that f (wO has the form (1). Let L = A((0, 1)). 
We may assume that L n w0 is defined by u,, 2 0, x,, = 0 = (z,)~, i = 1, . . , n - 2. This 
may be achieved by changing 2 a little in A-‘(we). Let w1 be a tubular neighborhood of 
n(O, 1) and v1 a tubular neighborhood off(A(0, 1)) such that f(w,) c vl. Let L, = L n wi. 
Since v1 is a tubular neighborhood of f(LJ, v1 is diffeomorphic with the normal bundle 
off (L,) in M. Since the normal bundle off (L,) in M is trivial we can co-ordinatize vi, 
by (Vi, Y,) so that ,f(L,) is defined by Y, = 0 and so that U, = U, and Yi = Ye on 
vb n v1 where vb is a neighborhood off(P) such that vb c fib c vr. Similarly wr is diffeo- 
morphic with the normal bundle of L, in V. Since f Iwl has rank 2 everywhere we can, by 
choosing an appropriate trivialization of the normal bundle of L, in V, co-ordinatize w1 
by (ui, X, zl) so that f Iwl has equations U, = u1 and Y, = X, and so that L1 is defined by 
u1 > 0, X = (zJi = 0, i = 1, . . , n - 2, and so that ur = u0 and (zJi = (z~)~ on wh n wi 
where wb is a neighborhood of P such that wb c in; c w0 and f(wb) c vb. Thus on 
wb n wl, X = Q(zO) f x,,uO + x& On wr, define x1 = xi(ui, 2, zi) by _? = Q(z,) +x,u, +xT. 
Since u1 > 0 on wl, the function x1 is well defined and agrees with x0 on wb n wl, and 
K 
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(ui, x1, zl) is a co-ordinate system on wi. Thus since (uO, x0, zO) = (u,, xi, zl) on wb n w1 
and (U,, Y,) = (U,, Y,) on z$, n vi, we obtain co-ordinate systems (u, x, z) on wb u wt = w 
and (U, Y) on z& u q = v in terms of whichf assumes the normal form (1). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (3). Let P E S:(f) and A: [0, l] --f V be an imbedding such that J.(O) = P, 
&(a/&) is downward at P and f 0 A is also an imbedding and f(A(0, 1)) n S,(f) = 4. Let 
L = A[O, 1) and let L, = A[s, l), 0 I s < 1 and let w be the neighborhood of L given by 
Lemma (2). In terms of the co-ordinates given by Lemma (2) let L be defined by x = 0 = z 
and 0 < u < 1 where u(&t)) = t. Then there exists a homotopy f, off such that: 
(1) f, = f outside w; 
(2) ft are generic for all t; 
(3) fi(L) c f(L,) andf, 0 i is an imbedding. 
Proof. Since the desired homotopy just changes f in a co-ordinate neighborhood we 
consider w c R”, with co-ordinates (u, x, z) and f: R" + R', where co-ordinates in RZ 
are (V, Y) of Lemma (2). Let s < r -C r1 < 1, E > 0, k > 0 and m > 0 be chosen so that 
B defined by 
B = {(u, x, z)l --E < u < rl, 1x1 < k, IzI < m} 
has the property that B c B c w, where 
n--2 
j=t 
Let +, rp, 9 be non-negative C”-functions such that: 
(a) e’(r) I 0 and q’(5) 2 0 for all 5 E R; 
(b) 43 = ( 0, if 5 2 m2 
1, if 5 I (m’)2 < m2, where m’ > 0; 
(c) If k > k’ > 0 is chosen so that 
1 1 
0 < maxlO’(()lk’ < - - - , 
5ER ( 1 s r 
then 
cp(G = ( 
0, if t 2 k2 
1, if 5 I (k’)‘; 
(d) W) 2 - - l/r and 0 < E’ < E is chosen so that E’ < 3(k’)2 and 
Define fr in w by: 
i 
u = u + w(~>&2>$(l~12> 
Y = Q(z)+ xu + 2. 
Conclusion (1) is trivial since f, = f outside B. For conclusion (2), consider the Jacobian 
of ft: 
( 
1 + sl$.q8 2xst*cpe 2Zjst$(p8’ 
x u + 3x2 1 +2zj * 
Since 1 + st$,@ 2 1 - s/r > 0 by condition (d), we see that rank f r 1 everywhere. 
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The equations of S,(f) are given by setting the 2 x 2 determinants equal to zero. Taking 
the first two columns we get: 
(4 (1 + st$,@)(u + 3x2) - 2x%+$e = 0. 
Since 9’ I 0 by (a), we see that (2) holds only if (U + 3x2) 5 0. However the 
range of negative u for which J/ # 0 is --E’ < u I 0. Thus either $(u) = 0 or 
3x2 < E’ < 3(P)‘, i.e. x2 < (k')' where (p’(x2) = 0. Thus if (2) vanishes, then $cp’6 = 0 
and u + 3x2 = 0. On the subset of w, where $ = 0, f, = f so f, are generic there. So we 
can restrict our attention to the subset of w, on which II/ # 0, say B’ c B. 
S,(f) C-J B’ = ((~3 x, z)l~(~~) = 11. 
If we look at the determinant of the first column and the zj-column of the Jacobian off, 
in a neighborhood of S,(f) n B’ we have: 
(3) ((1 + st~.e)T Xst~e')2Zj = 0. 
But the coefficient of zj is always positive, since 
(1 + st$,f?) + xst$O’ 2 
( 1 
1 - 9 - ]x]s]P] > 0, by (c) 
Thus the vanishing of (3) implies zj = 0 for all j. Thus we see that the equations off, in a 
neighborhood of S,(f) n w are: 
1 
u = u + s@(u) 
Y = Q(z) + xu + x3 
which is obviously generic with equations for S,(f,): Zj = 0, u + 3x2 = 0 and the origin, 
the unique point of Sf(f,). 
Conclusion (3) is trivial since all we have to show is that for 0 5 u < 1 
1 > U(f&, 0,O)) r s and Y(f,(u, 0,O)) = 0. 
But U(fi)u, 0,O)) = u + s+(u) is an increasing function with U(fl(O, 0,O)) = s and 
U(fi(u,O,O)) = u if 1 > u 2 rl. Q.E.D. 
Note. If n = 2, the proof of Lemma (3) could have been made simpler by means of a 
diffeomorphism of a neighborhood v’ off(L) contained in the image of a neighborhood w’ 
of L. The neighborhood v’ would have to be chosen so that it did not meet the image of 
the boundary of w’. The proof of Lemma (l), for this dimension would have assured us 
of the existence of such a v’. 
(4.7). Let P and P’ be cusps of a generic f and let 1: [0, l] + V be a joining curve for 
P and P’. Replace 2 by a joining curve A for P and P’ such that if we put f in the normal 
form (1) of 4.6 in neighborhoods w and w’ of P and P’, then A[O, l] n w is defined by x = 0, 
z=O,u~Oand1(0,1]nw’isdefinedbyx’=0,z’=O,u’rO. 
Let L = l[O, 11. Since h,(a/dt) is downward at P and upward at P’ we can extend II 
to an imbedding of [--E, 1 + E] for some E > 0 so that f o ;1 is still an immersion and 
A[ - E, 1 + E] meets S,(f) only at P and P’. Let W be a tubular neighborhood of A( - E, 1 + E). 
We will work entirely inside W. 
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PROPOSITION (1). (Using the above notation.) There exists a homotopy f, off such 
that: 
(1) f, = f outside W; 
(2) ft are generic for all t; 
(3) fi/L is an imbedding. 
Proof. Cover L by open sets wO, wl, . . . , wk such that: 
(1) P E w,, and P’ E w,; 
(2) flL n wi is an imbedding; 
(3) each U’i is connected and diffeomorphic to an n-ball and wi n L connected; 
(4) w,, and wk are neighborhoods of L n w0 and L n wk as given by Lemma (2) of (4.6). 
That such a cover exists is clear. 
Suppose that w,, n w1 n L # Cp. Let L n w0 = A[O, r,,). Let 0 > s > r,, be chosen so 
that 2(x, r,J c L n w,, n wl. Apply Lemma (3) of (4.6) substituting I: [0, ro] + V for 1, 
w0 for w, &s, r,,) for L,, we obtain a homotopy off, ft. Claim fi is an imbedding on 
(w,, u wl) n L. In fact we must merely check thatf, I(w,, u wl) n L is 1 : 1. Butfilwo n L 
is 1 : 1 by (3) of the lemma. fil(wI - wO) n L is 1: 1 since fi = f outside wO. And 
fi (w,, n L) nfi(wl - wO) n L = 4. Since fI(w,, n L) c f (wO n w1 n L) andf,((w, - w,,) n L) 
= f((w, - wO) n L). If k = 1 we would be done. Otherwise we reduce to the case k = 1 
as follows. Suppose that L n (w,, u wl) = A[O, rI). Let r; be chosen so that A(r;) E w1 n w2. 
Thus A[r;, l] c w2 u . . . u wk. Applying Lemma (2) of (4.6) to ;1: [0, rI] -+ V to obtain a 
neighborhood wi of n[O, r;) such that w6 c w,, u w1 and in which fi assumes normal 
form. The covering w& w2, . . . , wk has properties (1) through (4) with fi replacing f. We 
have thus reduced the number of elements in the covering by one using a homotopy of the 
required type. Repeat this procedure until there are just two elements of the covering. 
(4.8). LEMMA (1). Let (P, P’) be a matching pair of cusps off, generic, and let A: [0, l] 
be a joining curve for (P, P’) such that f 0 ;Z is an imbedding. Then, given any 6 > 0 there 
exists a neighborhood w sfA[O, l] with co-ordinates (u, x, z) and a neighborhood u off (A[O, 11) 
with co-ordinates, (U, Y), such that f (w) c v and f / w has the form : 
( 
U=U 
Y = Q(z) + x(u” - S2) - x3 
where P has co-ordinates (u, x, z) = (- 6, 0,O) and P’ has co-ordinates (u, x, z) = (6,0,0). 
Proof. Using Lemma (2) of (4.6) and an easy change of co-ordinates we can find dis- 
joint neighborhoods w,, and w1 of P amd P’ respectively and v0 and v1 of f(P) and f(P’) 
respectively and a co-ordinate system on (wO u w,), (u, x, z) and a co-ordinate system on 
(vO u Do), (U, Y) such that f) w. and f /WI have the above form in terms of these co-ordinates. 
We assume that 
gives the same orientation in Vwhether evaluated in w0 or in w1 and similarly (a/au A a/aY) 
gives the same orientation in M whether evaluated in v0 or in vl. 
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Let w’ and v’ be tubular neighborhoods of n(O, 1) andf(A(0, 1)). Again as in Lemma (2) 
of (4.6) w’ and v’ are diffeomorphic neighborhoods of zero sections of trivial bundles over 
n(O, 1) and @(O, 1)). Th e co-ordinatization of (we u wl) n w’ and (vO u vl) n v’ gives 
trivialization of these bundles over (w,, u wl) n w’ n n(O, 1) and (ve u vi) n v’ nf(A(0, 1)) 
respectively. Thus wecanchoose neighborhoods w6 c W; c w0 , wl c E; c wl, v6 c fid c v. 
and v; c V; c vi of P, P',f(P) and f(P) respectively and co-ordinate systems in w’ 
and v’ which extend the co-ordinate systems (u, x, z) restricted to w6 u wi to WA u w’ u w1 
and (U, Y) restricted to v6 u vi to vd u v’ u vi. So far all we have done is pick trivializa- 
tions of the normal bundles of n(O, 1) in V and f(n(O, 1)) in M which agree with the 
trivializations already chosen over neighborhoods of the ends of the base spaces. But again 
just as in the proof of Lemma (2) of (4.6) we can require thatflw’ have the desired form in 
terms of these co-ordinates. Q.E.D. 
(4.9). Combining Lemma (1) of (4.8) with Proposition (1) of (4.7) we know that given 
any removable pair (P, P') of a generic f, there is a homotopy f, off such that outside a 
co-ordinate n-ball, w, containing P and P', f = fr and all f, are generic and fi(w) c v, a 
co-ordinate 2-ball. Furthermore there exist co-ordinates (u, X, z) in w and (U, Y) in v such 
that fi lw assumes the form : 
1 
u = IA 
Y = Q(z)+ x(u'- 6')-x3, 
where the co-ordinates of P are (-6, 0, 0) and those of P' are (6, 0, 0), and the set 
L = {(u,x,z)/x = 0, z = 0, lu[ 5 S} c w. Thus the process of eliminating a removable 
pair (P, P') of a genericf, by a homotopy off is completed by the following: 
LEMMA. Let R” have co-ordinates (u, x, zl, . . . , zn _2) and R2 have co-ordinates (U, Y)? 
atid let L = {(a, x, z)lx = 0 = z and IuI I S}. 
Suppose f: R" + R2 has equations: 
where 
i 
u=u 
Y = Q(Z) + x(u” - S2) - ; 
E> 
n-2 
Q(z) = i;l v:, I4 = 1, 6 > 0. 
Given any neighborhood B of L, there exist a neighborhood B1 of L and real numbers 
0 and 1 > r~ > 0 and a homotopy f, off such that 
(1) f, = f outside B; 
(2) f,lB1 has equations: 
1 
u=u 
x3 
Y = Q(Z) + x(u2 - S”) - - 3 + t(# -t E2 - a&c 
(3) If t, = d2/(d2 + Ed), ft is generic if t # to, and S:(f,) has two elements if t -c to 
and St(f,> = 4 if t > to, and ft, fails to be generic only at the origin, 
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Proof. Let 
n-2 
HZ = jc, 4 
and let B,, k, m = {(u, x, z)l 1~1 < r, 1x1 < k, IzI -c m}. Chooser such that r > 6, and choose 
0 < m, < m, < m. Let 0 be a C” non-negative function such that W(t) s 0 and 
e(t) = 1 0, if t 1 rnfj 1, if t I rn: 
Let M = maxle’(t)l. Choose E > 0 such that: 
(1) .zM(e2 + 6’) c 1 and e2 < r2 - h2. 
Now choose 0 < k, < k, < k so that, 
E<kl< 
1 
M(E’ + S2) ’ 
Choose 0 < r1 < r,, < r so that: 
(3) r; = E2 + a2 and a2 < r: e r& 
Choose non-negative Cm functions q, $ such that q’(t) I 0 and 1,9’(t) I 0 such that: 
Finally choose 1 > 0 > 0 such that: 
(4) (1 - a)(S2 + s2) + s2 < k:. 
Let B = Bp,n,mp Bi = Brl,k,,mrj i = 0,l and definef, for t E [0, l] by: 
u=u 
x3 
Y = Q(Z) + x(u” - S2) - T + tx(a2 + c2 - au2)cp(x2)$(u2)e(lz12). 
Conclusions (1) and (2) of the lemma are satisfied. If u2 2 a2 + .s2 = r2, fr = f since 
*(u2) = 0. 
If 1~1 < r. and 1x1 r k,, we have 
Y, = (u2 - s2) - x2 + t(s2 + .s2 - ou2)(p+e + 2tX2(a2 + &2 - au2)~ye 
s u2 - x2 + E2 - cm2 = (1 - cr)U2 - x2 + E2 
e (1 - a)@ + E2) + E2 - x2 < 0 
by (4). Thus S,(f,> = 4 if lul < r. and 1x1 2 Ikil. 
If r. > 14, 1x1 > k, and lzl 2 m,, then 
Yzi = 2Zi(Cli + tX(S2 + E2 - ot42)tjey 
But ltx(d2 + &2 - au2)11/B’I < k,j8’l(62 + E’) c 1, by (2). Thus S,(f,) = q5 here also. 
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There are two regions left in both of which S,(f,) # 4. One is Bl and the other is 
where rl 5 ju[ < r,,, 1x1 < k,, IzI < m,, say C. In C, 8 = I and cp = 1, so: 
l Y, = uz - P - x2 + t(s’ + E2 - au2)l+b(u2) Y,i = 2UiZi. 
The equations for S,(J,) in C are Y, = 0 = Y,,. To check that ft is transversal to S, in C 
we must check that the matrix: 
has rank (n - 1) at points of S,(jJ n C. Since YzU and Y,, vanish and Y,, is a diagonal 
(n - 2) x (n - 2) matrix with + 1 on the diagonal we must merely show that either Y,, 
or Y,, cannot vanish on S,(f,) n C. But Y,, = -2x, so if Y,, = 0, x = 0. If however 
Y XX = Oand Y, = Owehave: 
0 = U2 - d2 + t(P + &’ - au2) 2 yf - a2 > 0 
contradiction. Thus in C, Y, = 0 implies Y,, # 0. This also shows that in C, S:(f,) = 4 
for all t. In fact for any fixed t, the equations of S,(f,) are zi = 0; i = 1, . . . , n - 2, and 
Y, = 0. But at every point of S,(f,), Y,, # 0, thus we can solve for x in terms of u locally 
to get the equations of S,(L) in the form, Zi = 0 and x = X(U). Thus f,l(S,(jJ n C) has 
rank 1. 
All that remains is to checkf,lB,. Here 
Y, = u2 - a2 - x2 + t(s” + E2 - d) 
(7 
Y,i = 2aiZi 
Y,,= -2x 
Y,” = 241 - ot) 
If all the equations of (*) vanish simultaneously at some (u, X, z) for some value oft 
we know that f, is not transversal to S, at (u, x, z). The last three equations of (*) show 
that this can only happen at the origin and the first shows that there is a unique value of 
t = S2/(S2 I- E’) at which this can happen. Thus for t # to = S”/(S” + ~~),f@l~ is trans- 
versal to S,. If t < t,, Y, and Y,, never vanish simultaneously. But Y, and Y,, vanish 
simultaneously at two points, x = 0, Zi = 0 and 
u2 = ( ij2 - t(d2 + E2) 1 1-d * 
These are the two points of S:(f,), and since Y,,, # 0 at both of these points we see that 
f, is also transversal to St for t < t,. On the other hand if t > t,, Y, and Y,., never vanish 
simultaneously so by the same reasoning as used above fJS,(fJ n B, always has rank one, 
so S:(J) = 4 if t > I,. Q.E.D. 
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